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We derive the joint limiting distribution for the largest eigenval-
ues of the adjacency matrix for stochastic blockmodel graphs when
the number of vertices tends to infinity. We show that, in the limit,
these eigenvalues are jointly multivariate normal with bounded co-
variances. Our result extends the classical result of Fu¨redi and Komlo´s
on the fluctuation of the largest eigenvalue for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs.
1. Introduction. The systematic study of eigenvalues of random matrices dates back to the sem-
inal work of Wigner (1955) on the semicircle law for Wigner ensembles of symmetric or Hermitean
matrices. A random n × n symmetric matrix A = (aij)ni,j=1 is said to be a Wigner matrix if, for
i ≤ j, the entries aij are independent mean zero random variables with variance σ2ij = 1 for i < j
and σ2ii = σ
2 > 0. Many important and beautiful results are known for the spectral properties
of these matrices, such as universality of the semi-circle law for bulk eigenvalues (Erdo˝s et al.,
2010; Tao and Vu, 2010), universality of the Tracy-Widom distribution for the largest eigenvalue
(Soshnikov, 1999), universality properties of the eigenvectors (Tao and Vu, 2012; Knowles and Yin,
2013), and eigenvalue and eigenvector delocalization (Erdo˝s et al., 2009).
In contrast, much less is known about the spectral properties of random symmetric matrices A =
(aij)
n
i,j=1 where the entries aij are independent but not necessarily mean zero random variables with
possibly heterogeneous variances. Such random matrices arise naturally in many settings, with the
most popular example being perhaps the adjacency matrices of (inhomogeneous) independent edge
random graphs. In the case when A is the adjacency matrix for an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph where the
edges are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables, Arnold (1967) and Ding and Jiang (2010) show that the
empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of A also converges to a semi-circle law. Meanwhile, the
following result of Fu¨redi and Komlo´s (1981) shows that the largest eigenvalue of A is normally
distributed when E[aij ] = µ and Var[aij ] = σ2 for i < j.
Theorem 1 (Fu¨redi and Komlo´s (1981)). Let A = (aij) be an n×n symmetric matrix where the
aij are independent (not necessarily identically distributed) random variables uniformly bounded in
magnitude by a constant C. Assume that for i > j, the aij have a common expectation µ > 0 and
variance σ2. Furthermore, assume that E[aii] = v for all i. Then the distribution of λ1(A), the
largest eigenvalue of A, can be approximated in order n−1/2 by a normal distribution with mean
(n− 1)µ+ v + σ2/µ and variance 2σ2, i.e.,
(1.1) λ1(A)− (n− 1)µ− v d−→ N
(
σ2
µ , 2σ
2
)
as n→∞. Furthermore, with probability tending to 1,
(1.2) max
i≥2
|λi(A)| < 2σ
√
n+O(n1/3 log n).
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In the case when A is the adjacency matrix of an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph with edge probability p,
Theorem 1 yields
λ1(A)− np d−→ N (1− p, 2p(1− p))
as n→∞.
A natural generalization of Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs is the notion of stochastic blockmodel
graphs (Holland et al., 1983) where, given an integer K ≥ 1, the aij for i ≤ j are independent
Bernoulli random variables with E[aij ] ∈ S for some set S of cardinality K(K + 1)/2. More specif-
ically, we have the following definition.
Definition 1. Let K ≥ 1 be a positive integer and let pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piK) be a non-negative
vector in RK with
∑
k pik = 1. Let B ∈ [0, 1]K×K be symmetric. We say that (τ ,A) ∼ SBM(pi,B) if
the following holds. First, τ = (τ1, . . . , τn) and the τi are i.i.d. random variables with P[τi = k] = pik.
Then A ∈ {0, 1}n×n is a symmetric matrix such that, conditioned on τ , for all i ≥ j the aij are
independent Bernoulli random variables with E[aij ] = Bτi,τj .
The stochastic blockmodel is among the most popular generative models for random graphs with
community structure; the nodes of such graphs are partitioned into blocks or communities, and
the probability of connection between any two nodes is a function of their block assignment. The
adjacency matrix A of a stochastic blockmodel graph can be viewed as A = E[A] + (A − E[A])
where E[A] is a low-rank deterministic matrix and (A − E[A]) is a generalized Wigner matrix
whose elements are independent mean zero random variables with heteregoneous variances. We
emphasize that our assumptions on A−E[A] distinguish us from existing results in the literature.
For example, Pe´che´ (2006); Knowles and Yin (2014); Bordenave and Capitaine (2016); Pizzo et al.
(2013) consider finite rank additive perturbations of the random matrix X given by X˜ = X + P
under the assumption that X is either a Wigner matrix or is sampled from the Gaussian unitary
ensembles. Meanwhile, in Benaych-Georges and Nadakuditi (2011), the authors assume that X or P
is orthogonally invariant; a symmetric random matrix H is orthogonally invariant if its distribution
is invariant under similarity transformations H 7→W−1HW whenever W is an orthogonal matrix.
Finally, in O’Rourke and Renfrew (2014), the entries of X are assumed to be from an elliptical
family of distributions, i.e., the collection {(Xij , Xji)} for i < j are i.i.d. according to some random
variable (ξ1, ξ2) with E[ξ1ξ2] = ρ.
The characterization of the empirical distribution of eigenvalues for stochastic blockmodel graphs
is of significant interest, but there are only a few available results. In particular, Zhang et al.
(2014) and Avrachenkov et al. (2015) derived the Stieltjes transform for the limiting empiri-
cal distribution of the bulk eigenvalues for stochastic blockmodel graphs, thereby showing that
the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues need not converge to a semicircle law. Zhang et al.
(2014) and Avrachenkov et al. (2015) also considered the edge eigenvalues, but their characteri-
zation depends upon inverting the Stieltjes transform and thus currently does not yield the lim-
iting distribution for these largest eigenvalues. Lei (2016) derived the limiting distribution for the
largest eigenvalue of a centered and scaled version of A. More specifically, Lei (2016) showed that
there is a consistent estimate Ê[A] = (aˆij) of E[A] such that the matrix A˜ = (a˜ij) with entries
a˜ij = (aij− aˆij)/
√
(n− 1)aˆij(1− aˆij has a limiting Tracy-Widom distribution, i.e., n2/3(λ1(A˜)−2)
converges to Tracy-Widom.
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This paper addresses the open question of determining the limiting distribution of the edge eigen-
values of adjacency matrices for stochastic blockmodel graphs. In particular, we extend the result
of Fu¨redi and Komlo´s and show that, in the limit, these eigenvalues are jointly multivariate normal
with bounded covariances.
2. Main results. We present our result in the more general framework of generalized random
dot product graph where E[A] is only assumed to be low rank, i.e, we do not require that the entries
of E[A] takes on a finite number of distinct values. We first define the notion of a (generalized)
random dot product graph (Young and Scheinerman, 2007; Rubin-Delanchy et al., 2017).
Definition 2 (Generalized random dot product graph). Let d be a positive integer and p ≥ 1
and q ≥ 0 be non-negative integers such that p+ q = d. Let Ip,q denote the diagonal matrix whose
first p diagonal elements equal 1 and the remaining q diagonal entries equal −1. Let X be a subset
of Rd such that x>Ip,qy ∈ [0, 1] for all x, y ∈ X . Let F be a distribution taking values in X . We say
(X,A) ∼ GRDPG(F ) with signature (p, q) if the following holds. First let X1, X2, . . . , Xn i.i.d∼ F
and set X = [X1 | · · · | Xn]> ∈ Rn×d. Then A ∈ {0, 1}n×n is a symmetric matrix such that the
entries {aij}i≤j are independent and
(2.1) aij ∼ Bernoulli(X>i Ip,qXj).
We therefore have
(2.2) P[A | X] =
∏
i≤j
(X>i Ip,qXj)
aij (1−X>i Ip,qXj)(1−aij).
When q = 0, we say that (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F ), i.e., A is a random dot product graph.
Remark. Any stochastic blockmodel graph (τ,A) ∼ SBM(pi,B) can be represented as a (gen-
eralized) random dot product graph (X,A) ∼ GRDPG(F ) where F is a mixture of point masses.
Indeed, suppose B is a K ×K matrix and let B = UΣU> be the eigendecomposition of B. Then,
denoting by ν1, ν2, . . . , νK the rows of U|Σ|1/2, we can define F =
∑K
k=1 pikδνk where δ is the Dirac
delta function. The signature (p, q) is given by the number of positive and negative eigenvalues
of B, respectively. Similar constructions show that degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel graphs
(Karrer and Newman, 2011) and mixed-membership stochastic blockmodel graphs (Airoldi et al.,
2008) are also special cases of generalized random dot product graphs.
Remark. We note that non-identifiability is an intrinsic property of generalized random dot
product graphs. More specifically, if (X,A) ∼ GRDPG(F ) where F is a distribution on Rd with
signature (p, q), then for any matrix W such that WIp,qW
> = Ip,q, we have that (Y,B) ∼
RDPG(F ◦W) is identically distributed to (X,A), where F ◦W denote the distribution of Wξ for
ξ ∼ F . A matrix W satisfying WIp,qW> = Ip,q is said to be an indefinite orthogonal matrix. For
the special case of random dot product graphs where q = 0, the condition on W reduces to that of
an orthogonal matrix.
With the above notations in place, we now state our generalization of Fu¨redi and Komlo´s (1981)
for the generalized random dot product graph setting.
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Theorem 2. Let (A,X) ∼ GRDPG(F ) be a d-dimensional generalized random dot product graph
with signature (p, q). Let ∆ = E[XX>] where X ∼ F and suppose that ∆Ip,q has p+ q = d simple
eigenvalues. Let P = XIp,qX
> and for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let λˆi and λi be the i-th largest eigenvalues of
A and P (in modulus), respectively. Let λi(∆Ip,q) and ξi denote the i-th largest eigenvalue and
associated (unit-norm) eigenvector pair for the matrix ∆1/2Ip,q∆
1/2. Let µ = E[X] and denote by
η the d× 1 vector whose elements are
(2.3) ηi =
1
λi(∆Ip,q)
E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξi(X>Ip,qµ−X>Ip,q∆Ip,qX)]
Also let Γ be the d× d matrix whose elements are
Γij = 2
(
E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξjX]>Ip,qE[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξjX]
)
− 2tr(E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξjXX>]Ip,qE[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξjXX>]Ip,q)(2.4)
We then have
(λˆ1 − λ1, λˆ2 − λ2, . . . , λˆd − λd) d−→ MVN(η,Γ)
as n→∞.
When A is a d-dimensional random dot product graph, Theorem 2 simplifies to the following result.
Corollary 1. Let (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F ) be a d-dimensional random dot product graph and suppose
that ∆ = E[XX>] has d simple eigenvalues. Let P = XX> and let λi(∆) and ξi denote the i-th
largest eigenvalue and associated (unit-norm) eigenvector of ∆. Let µ = E[X] and denote by η the
d× 1 vector with elements
(2.5) ηi =
E[ξ>i XX>ξi(X>µ−X>∆X)]
λi(∆)2
.
and by Γ the d× d matrix whose elements are
Γij =
2
λi(∆)λj(∆)
(
E[ξ>i XX>ξjX]>E[ξ>i XX>ξjX]
)
− 2
λi(∆)λj(∆)
tr
(
E[ξ>i XX>ξjXX>]E[ξ>i XX>ξjXX>]
)(2.6)
We then have
(λˆ1 − λ1, λˆ2 − λ2, . . . , λˆd − λd) −→ MVN(η,Γ)
as n→∞.
To illustrate Corollary 1, let A be an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph with edge probability p; then F is the
Dirac delta measure at p1/2 and hence ∆ = p, ξ1 = 1, and λi(∆) = p. We thus recover the earlier
result of Fu¨redi and Komlo´s that
λˆi − np −→ N (1− p, 2p(1− p)).
When the eigenvalues of ∆Ip,q are not all simple eigenvalues, Theorem 2 can be adapted to yield
the following result.
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Fig 1: Plot of the empirical distribution for λˆ1 − λ1, λˆ2 − λ2, and λˆ1 + λˆ2 − λ1 − λ2 for 1000
samples of two-block SBM graphs on n = 4000 vertices. The SBM parameters are B = ( 0.3 0.50.5 0.3 ) and
pi = (0.3, 0.7). The dashed lines are the probability density function for the normal distribution
with parameters specified as in Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let (X,A) ∼ GRDPG(F ) be a d-dimensional generalized random dot product graph
on n vertices with signature (p, q). Let P = XIp,qX
> and for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let λˆi and λi denote the i-th
largest eigenvalues of A and P (in modulus), respectively. Also let vi be the unit norm eigenvector
satisfying (X>X)1/2Ip,q(X>X)1/2vi = λivi for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Denote by η˜ = η˜(X) the d× 1 vector
with elements
(2.7) η˜i =
n
λi
(
1
n
n∑
s=1
v>i (
X>X
n )
−1/2XsX>s (
X>X
n )
−1/2viX>s Ip,q
(
1
n
n∑
t=1
(Xt −XtX>t Ip,qXs)
))
and by σ2 = σ2(X) the d× 1 vector whose elements are
σ2i = 2
(∑
k
(X>k (X
>X)−1/2vi)2X>k
)
Ip,q
(∑
l
(X>l (X
>X)−1/2vi)2
)
− 2tr
(∑
k
(X>k (X
>X)−1/2vi)2XkX>k
)
Ip,q
(∑
l
(X>l (X
>X)−1/2vi)2XlX>l
)
Ip,q
(2.8)
We then have, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
1
σi
(λˆi − λi − η˜i) −→ N(0, 1)
as n→∞.
The main differences between Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 are that (1) we do not claim that the
quantities η˜i and σ
2
i in Theorem 3 (which, for (X,A) ∼ GRDPG(F ) are functions of the underlying
latent positions X) converge as n → ∞ and (2) we do not claim that the collection (λˆi − λi)di=1
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Fig 2: Plot of the empirical distribution for λˆ1 − λ1, λˆ2 − λ2, and λˆ3 − λ3 for 1000 samples of a
three-block SBM graphs on n = 4000 vertices. The SBM parameters are B = 0.2I + 0.311> and
pi = (13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3). The dashed lines are the probability density function for the normal distributions
with mean η˜i and variance σ
2
i specified as in Theorem 3. Note that ∆ has repeated eigenvalues,
i.e., the eigenvalues of ∆ are 11/30, 2/30 and 2/30.
in Theorem 3 converges jointly to multivariate normal. The above diffences stem mainly from the
fact that when the eigenvalues of ∆Ip,q are not simple eigenvalues, then
X>X
n → ∆ as n→∞ but
vi does not necessarily converges to ξi, the corresponding eigenvector of ∆
1/2Ip,q∆
1/2, as n→∞.
3. Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Let u1,u2, . . . ,ud be the eigenvectors corresponding
to the non-zero eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λd of P. Similarly, let uˆ1, uˆ2, . . . uˆd be the eigenvectors
corresponding to the eigenvalues λˆ1, λˆ2, . . . , λˆd of A.
A sketch of the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 is as follows. First we derive the following
approximation of λˆi−λi by a sum of two quadratic forms u>i (A−P)ui and u>i (A−P)2ui, namely
λˆi − λi = λi
λˆi
u>i (A−P)ui +
λi
λˆ2i
u>i (A−P)2ui +OP(n−1/2).(3.1)
Now, the term λ−1i u
>
i (A − P)2ui is a function of the n(n + 1)/2 independent random variables
{ars − prs}r≤s and hence is concentrated around its expectation, i.e.,
(3.2)
λi
λˆ2i
u>i (A−P)2ui = E[λ−1i u>i (A−P)2ui] +OP(n−1/2)
where the expectation is taken with respect to A. Letting η˜i = E[λ−1i u>i (A − P)2ui], we obtain,
after some straightforward algebraic manipulations, the expression for η˜i in Eq. (2.7). When the
eigenvalues of ∆Ip,q are distinct, we derive the limit η˜i
a.s.−→ ηi where ηi is defined in Eq. (2.3). Next,
with uis being the s-th element of ui,
u>i (A−P)ui =
∑
r<s
2uisuir(ars − prs) +
∑
r
u2ir(arr − prr)
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is, conditional on X, a sum of independent mean 0 random variables and the Lindeberg-Feller
central limit theorem yield
(3.3)
λi
λˆiσi
u>i (A−P)ui d−→ N (0, 1)
as n → ∞, where σ2i is as defined in Eq. (2.8). Thus for each i ≤ d, 1σi (λi − λˆi − η˜i) → N(0, 1) as
n → ∞. When the eigenvalues of ∆Ip,q are distinct, then σ2i a.s.−→ Γii as defined in Eq. (2.4). The
joint distribution of (λˆi − λi)di=1 in Theorem 2 then follows from the Cramer-Wold device.
We now provide detailed derivations of Eq. (3.1) through Eq. (3.3).
Proof of Eq. (3.1) For a given i ≤ d, we have(
λˆiI− (A−P)
)
uˆi = Auˆi − (A−P)uˆi = Puˆi =
( r∑
j=1
λjuju
>
j
)
uˆi
Now suppose that λˆiI− (A−P) is invertible; this holds with high probability for sufficiently large
n. Then multiplying both sides of the above display by u>i (λˆiI− (A−P))−1 on the left and using
the von Neumann identity (I−X)−1 = I +∑∞k=1 Xk for ‖X‖ < 1, we have
u>i uˆi =
d∑
j=1
λju
>
i (λˆiI− (A−P))−1uju>j uˆi =
d∑
j=1
λj λˆ
−1
i u
>
i (I− λˆ−1i (A−P))−1uju>j uˆi
=
d∑
j=1
λj λˆ
−1
i u
>
i
(
I +
∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uju
>
j uˆi
=
λi
λˆi
u>i
(
I +
∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uiu
>
i uˆi +
∑
j 6=i
λj
λˆi
u>i
( ∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uju
>
j uˆi
(3.4)
We first assume that all of the eigenvalues of ∆Ip,q are simple eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of
P = X>Ip,qX> are then well-separated, i.e., minj 6=i |λi − λj | = OP(n) for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ d. The
Davis-Kahan sin Θ theorem (Davis and Kahan, 1970; Yu et al., 2015) therefore implies, for some
constant C,
1− u>i uˆi = 12‖ui − uˆi‖2 ≤
C2‖A−P‖2
min{|λi − λi+1|2, |λi−1 − λi|2} = OP(n
−1)(3.5)
|u>j uˆi| ≤
C‖A−P‖
min{|λi − λi+1|, |λi−1 − λi|} = OP(n
−1/2).(3.6)
We can thus divide both side of the above display by u>i uˆi to obtain
1 =
λi
λˆ i
+
λi
λˆi
u>i
( ∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
ui +
∑
j 6=i
λj
λˆi
u>i
( ∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uj
u>j uˆi
u>i uˆi
.
Equivalently,
λˆi − λi = λiu>i
( ∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
ui +
∑
j 6=i
λj
λˆi
u>i (A−P)uj
u>j uˆi
u>i uˆi
+
∑
j 6=i
λju
>
i
( ∞∑
k=2
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uj
u>j uˆi
u>i uˆi
.
(3.7)
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Now λ−1i λˆj = OP(1), and by Hoeffding’s inequality, u
>
j (A−P)ui = OP(1). Since u>j uˆi = OP(n−1/2),
we have ∑
j 6=i
λj
λˆi
u>i (A−P)uj
u>j uˆi
u>i uˆi
= OP(n
−1/2).
Next we note that ‖∑∞k=2 λˆ−ki (A−P)k‖ can be bounded as
(3.8) ‖
∞∑
k=2
λˆ−ki (A−P)k‖ ≤
‖λˆ−2i (A−P)2‖
1− ‖λˆ−1i (A−P)‖
= OP(λˆ
−1
i ).
We thus have ∑
j 6=i
λju
>
i
( ∞∑
k=2
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
uj
u>j uˆi
u>i uˆi
= OP(n
−1/2)
The above bounds then implies
λˆi − λi = λiu>i
( ∞∑
k=1
λˆ−ki (A−P)k
)
ui +OP(n
−1/2).(3.9)
Similar to the derivation of Eq. (3.8), we also show that
(3.10) ‖
∞∑
k=3
λˆ−ki (A−P)k‖ ≤ C‖λˆ−3i (A−P)3‖ ≤ Cλˆ−3/2i
with high probability and thus Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10) imply
λˆi − λi = λi
λˆi
u>i (A−P)ui +
λi
λˆ2i
u>i (A−P)2ui +OP(n−1/2),(3.11)
and Eq. (3.1) is established.
We now consider the case where the i-th eigenvalue of ∆Ip,q has multiplicity ri ≥ 2. Let Si be the
indices of the ri eigenvalues λj of P = XIp,qX
> that is closest to nλi(∆Ip,q), i.e.,
max
j∈Si
|λj − nλi(∆Ip,q)| ≤ min
k 6∈Si
|λk − nλi(∆Ip,q)|; |Si| = ri.
Denote by USi the n×ri matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors corresponding to the λj , j ∈ Si.
We note that i ∈ Si with high probability for sufficiently large n. Furthermore, |λj − λk| = OP(n)
for all j ∈ Si and k 6∈ Si. Therefore, by the Davis-Kahan theorem, u>i uˆk = OP(n−1/2) for all k 6∈ Si.
We now consider u>i uˆj for j ∈ Si, j 6= i. We note that
u>i uˆj =
u>i Auˆj − u>i Puˆj
λˆj − λi
=
u>i (A−P)USiU>Siuˆj
λˆj − λi
+
u>i (A−P)(I−USiU>Si)uˆj
λˆj − λi
=
n−1/2u>i (A−P)USiU>Siuˆj
n−1/2(λˆj − λj) + n−1/2(λj − λi)
+
n−1/2u>i (A−P)(I−USiU>Si)uˆj
n−1/2(λˆj − λj) + n−1/2(λj − λi)
.
(3.12)
By Hoeffding inequality, u>i (A − P)USi = OP(1) with high probability. Since j ∈ Si, we have
‖(I −USiU>Si)uˆj‖ = OP(n−1/2) by the Davis-Kahan theorem. We then bound λˆj − λj using the
following result of (Cape et al., 2016, Theorem 3.7) (see also O’Rourke et al. (2013, Theorem 23)).
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Theorem 4. Let A and be a n × n symmetric random matrix with Aij ∼ Bernoulli(Pij) for
i ≤ j and the entries {Aij} are independent. Denote the d + 1 largest singular values of A by
0 ≤ σˆd+1 < σˆd ≤ σˆd−1 ≤ · · · ≤ σˆ1, and denote the d+ 1 largest singular values of P by 0 ≤ σd+1 <
σd ≤ σd−1 ≤ · · · ≤ σ1. Suppose that Υ = maxi
∑
j Pij = ω(log
4 n), σ1 ≥ CΥ, σd+1 ≤ cΥ for some
absolute constants C > c > 0. Then for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, there exists some positive constant
ck,d such that as n→∞, with probability at least 1− n−3, we have
|σˆk − σk| ≤ ck,d log n.
We thus have
|u>i uˆj | =
n−1/2OP(1)
n−1/2OP(log n) + n−1/2(λj − λi)
.
We now analyze n−1/2(λj − λi). We can view P = XIp,qX> as a kernel matrix with symmetric
kernel h(Xi, Xj) = X
>
i Ip,qXj where Xi, Xj ∼ F . As h is finite-rank, let (φi, λi(Ip,q∆))di=1 denote
the eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions of the integral operator Kh : L2(F ) 7→ L2(F ), i.e.,
Khφi(x) :=
∫
h(x, y)φi(y) dF (y) = λi(Ip,q∆)φi(x).
Then, following Koltchinskii and Gine´ (2000), let Ψi denote the ri × ri random symmetric matrix
whose half-vectorization vech(Ψi) is (jointly) distributed multivariate normal with mean 0 and
ri(ri + 1)/2× ri(ri + 1)/2 covariance matrix with entries of the form
Cov(Ψi(s, t),Ψi(u, v)) =
∫
φs(y)φt(y)φu(y)φv(y)dF (y)−
∫
φs(y)φt(y)dF (y)
∫
φu(y)φv(y)dF (y)
for 1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ri, 1 ≤ u ≤ v ≤ ri, where, with a slight abuse of notation, the collection {φs}s≤ri
denote the ri eigenfunctions of Kh associated with the eigenvalue λi(Ip,q∆). A simplification of the
statement of Theorem 5.1 in Koltchinskii and Gine´ (2000), to the setting where h is a finite-rank
kernel, yields
n1/2(λj/n− λi(Ip,q∆))j∈Si → λi(Ip,q∆)× (λs(Ψi))1≤s≤ri
as n→∞; here we use the notation λs(M) to denote the s-th largest eigenvalue, in modulus, of the
matrix M. Thus, the joint distribution of {n−1/2(λs−nλi(∆Ip,q)}s∈Si converges to a non-degenerate
limiting distribution and hence the limiting distribution of n−1/2(λi − λj) is also non-degenerate.
We therefore have
|u>i uˆj | =
n−1/2OP(1)
n−1/2OP(log n) + n−1/2(λj − λi)
= oP(1); j ∈ Si, j 6= i.
Finally, we note that there exists an orthogonal matrix W such that ‖U>Uˆ −W‖ = OP(n−1).
Hence, for any i ≤ d, ∑dj=1(u>i uˆj)2 = 1 + OP(n−1); hence, from our bounds for u>i uˆj for j 6= i
given above, we have u>i uˆi = 1 − oP(1). In summary, when the eigenvalues of Ip,q∆ are not all
simple eigenvalues, we have (in place of Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6)), the bounds
(3.13) u>i uˆi = 1− oP(1); u>i uˆj = oP(1).
Thus Eq.(3.7) still holds and the remaining steps in the derivation of Eq. (3.11) can be easily
adapted to yield
λˆi − λi = λi
λˆi
u>i (A−P)ui +
λi
λˆ2i
u>i (A−P)2ui + oP(1).
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Proof of Eq. (3.2) Let Z = λ−1i u
>
i (A − P)2ui. To derive Eq. (3.2), we show the concentration
Z around E[Z] (where the expectation is taken with respect to A, conditional on P) using a log-
Sobolev concentration inequality from Boucheron et al. (2003). More specifically, let A′ = (a′rs) be
an independent copy of A, i.e., the upper triangular entries of A′ are independent Bernoulli random
variables with mean parameters {prs}r≤s. For any pair of indices (r, s), let A(rs) be the matrix
obtained by replacing the (r, s) and (s, r) entries of A by a′ij and let Z
(rs) = λ−1i u
>
i (A
(rs)−P)2ui.
Then Theorem 5 of Boucheron et al. (2013) states that
Theorem 5. Assume that there exists positive constants a and b such that∑
r≤s
(Z − Z(rs))2 ≤ aZ + b.
Then for all t > 0,
P[Z − E[Z] ≥ t] ≤ exp
( −t2
4aE[Z] + 4b+ 2at
)
,(3.14)
P[Z − E[Z] ≤ −t] ≤ exp
( −t2
4aE[Z]
)
.(3.15)
The main technical step is then to bound
∑
r≤s(Z − Z(rs))2. An identical argument to that in
proving Lemma A.6 in Tang et al. (2017) yield that∑
r≤s
(Z − Z(rs))2 ≤ aλ−1i Z + b.
for some constants a and b. Theorem 5 therefore implies
|Z − E[Z]| ≤
√
E[Z]×OP(n−1/2) = OP(n−1/2).
as desired.
We now evaluate E[Z] = E[λ−1i u>i (A−P)2ui]. Let ζrs denote the rs-th entry of E[(A−P)2]. We
note that ζrs is of the form
ζrs =
∑
t
E[(art − prt)(ast − pst)] =
{
0 if r 6= s∑
t prt(1− prt) if r = s
.
We therefore have,
E[Z] = λ−1i u
>
i E[(A−P)2]ui = λ−1i
n∑
s=1
u2is
n∑
t=1
pst(1− pst)
= λ−1i
n∑
s=1
u2is
n∑
t=1
X>s Ip,qXt(1−X>s Ip,qXt)
Let λ˜i and vi be an eigenvalue/eigenvector pair for the eigenvalue problem
(3.16) (X>X)1/2Ip,q(X>X)1/2 v = λ˜v.
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We note that if λ˜i and vi satisfies Eq. (3.16) then λ˜i and ui = X(X
>X)−1/2vi are an eigen-
value/eigenvector pair for the eigenvalue problem
XIp,qX
>u = λ˜u; λ˜ 6= 0.
Conversely, if λ˜i and ui are an eigenvalue/eigenvector pair for XIp,qX
> then λ˜i and vi = (X>X)−1/2X>ui
satisfies Eq. (3.16). In addition, if the vectors {vi}di=1 are mutually orthonormal then the vectors
{ui}di=1 are also mutually orthonormal. We therefore have
E[Z] = 1λi
n∑
s=1
(v>i (X
>X)−1/2Xs)2
n∑
t=1
X>s Ip,qXt(1−X>s Ip,qXt)
= 1λi
n∑
s=1
v>i (X
>X)−1/2XsX>s (X
>X)−1/2viX>s Ip,q
( n∑
t=1
(Xt −XtX>t Ip,qXs)
)
= nλi
(
1
n
n∑
s=1
v>i (
X>X
n )
−1/2XsX>s (
X>X
n )
−1/2viX>s Ip,q
(
1
n
n∑
t=1
(Xt −XtX>t Ip,qXs)
))
= η˜i.
By the strong law of large numbers
1
n
∑
t
Xt → µ, X
>X
n
=
1
n
∑
t
XtX
>
t → ∆,
λi
n
→ λi(∆Ip,q).
as n→∞. In addition, when λi(Ip,q∆) is a simple eigenvalue, then we also have vi → ξi as n→∞.
We therefore have, when λi(∆Ip,q) is a simple eigenvalue, that
(3.17) E[Z]→ 1
λi(∆Ip,q)
E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξi(X>Ip,qµ−X>Ip,q∆Ip,qX)]
as desired.
Proof of Eq. (3.3) We recall that, conditional on P, u>i (A−P)ui is a sum of mean zero random
variables. Therefore, by the Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem for triangular arrays, we have
σ−1i u
>
i (A−P)ui converges to standard normal; here σ2i = Var[u>i (A−P)ui]. All that remains is
to evaluate σ2i . Since A−P is symmetric, we have
σ2i = Var
[∑
k<l
(akl − pkl)(uikuil + uiluik) +
∑
k
(akk − pkk)u2ik
]
=
∑
k<l
4u2iku
2
ilpkl(1− pkl) +
∑
k
pkk(1− pkk)u4ik
= 2
∑
k
∑
l
u2iku
2
ilpkl(1− pkl)−
∑
k
pkk(1− pkk)u4ik
= 2
∑
k
∑
l
(X>k (X
>X)−1/2vi)2(X>l (X
>X)−1/2vi)2X>k Ip,qXl(1−X>k Ip,qXl) + oP(1)
= 2
(∑
k
(X>k (X
>X)−1/2vi)2X>k
)
Ip,q
(∑
l
(X>l (X
>X)−1/2vi)2
)
+ oP(1)
− 2tr
(∑
k
(X>k (X
>X)−1/2vi)2XkX>k
)
Ip,q
(∑
l
(X>l (X
>X)−1/2vi)2XlX>l
)
Ip,q
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When λi(Ip,q∆) is a simple eigenvalue, the strong law of large numbers and Slutsky’s theorem
implies,
σ2i →
(
E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξiX]>Ip,qE[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξiX]
)
− tr(E[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξiXX>]Ip,qE[ξ>i ∆−1/2XX>∆−1/2ξiXX>]Ip,q) = Γii(3.18)
One last application Slutsky’s theorem yield λi
λˆi
u>i (A−P)ui d−→ N (0,Γii) as desired. Finally, we
show that if the eigenvalues of Ip,q∆ are all simple eigenvalues, then (λˆi − λi)di=1 −→ MVN(µ,Γ).
More specifically, for any vector s = (s1, s2, . . . , sd) in Rd, we have∑
i
si(λˆi − λi) =
∑
i
siλi
λˆi
u>i (A−P)ui +
∑
i
siλi
λˆ2i
u>i (A−P)2ui + oP(1)
=
∑
i
siu
>
i (A−P)ui +
∑
i
siµi + oP(1)
= tr
(
(A−P)(∑
i
siuiu
>
i
))
+
∑
i
siµi + oP(1)
Now let H =
∑
i siuiu
>
i . Then conditional on P, tr
(
(A−P)H) is once again a sum of independent
mean 0 random variables. Letting hij be the ij-th entry of H, we have
Var
(
tr
(
(A−P)H
))
= 2
∑
k
∑
l
pkl(1− pkl)h2kl + oP(1)
= 2
∑
k
∑
l
pkl(1− pkl)(
∑
i
siuikuil)
2 + oP(1)
= 2
∑
i
∑
j
sisj
∑
k
∑
l
pkl(1− pkl)uikuilujkujl + oP(1)
which converges to
∑
i
∑
j sisjΓij as n → ∞ where Γij is as defined in Eq. (2.4). Thus for any s,∑
i si(λˆi−λi)→ N(s>µ, s>Γs) and hence by the Cramer-Wold device, (λˆi−λi)di=1 −→ MVN(µ,Γ).
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